Name of the mine : RG OC2 Mine

Owner of the Mine : M/s Singerani Coal Companies Limited

Date and time of the dangerous occurrence : 25.02.2018, 05:15 AM

Prima facie cause of the dangerous occurrence : On 27.11.2017 in 3rd shift at about 05.15AM, while a tractor operator was cleaning right side platform of 301 Overburden Crusher, an overburden loaded dumper was reversed to unload the overburden into the crusher bin. The dumper operator was given warnings by glowing danger light (blinking red light) and through mike to stop reversing. But the dumper operator kept on reversing and hit the back side tractor dozer damaging its canopy. Seeing dangerous situation, the operator of tractor dozer left to safe place before being hit by the dumper.

CHECK & STOP RECURRANCE IN FUTURE